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Ability Metric Transformations
Involved in Vertical Equating
Under Item Response Theory
Frank B. Baker

University of Wisconsin&mdash;Madison

The metric transformations of the ability scales in-
volved in three equating techniques&mdash;external anchor
test, internal anchor test, and a pooled groups proce-
dure&mdash;were investigated. Simulated item response data
for two unique tests and a common test were obtained
for two groups that differed with respect to mean abil-
ity and variability. The obtained metrics for various
combinations of groups and tests were transformed to
a common metric and then to the underlying ability
metric. The results showed that there was reasonable

agreement between the transformed obtained metrics
and the underlying ability metric. They also showed
that the largest errors in the ability score statistics oc-
curred under the external anchor test procedure and
the smallest under the pooled procedures. Although
the pooled procedure performed well, it was affected

by unequal variances in the two groups of examinees.

One of the practical applications of item re-
sponse theory (IRT) has been test equating (Lord,
1977, 1980). Such procedures rest on two features
of the theory: (1) the existence of a metric for the
latent trait (ability) and (2) the invariance principle.
Under the theory, test equating reduces to finding
a linear transformation for positioning tests and
groups of examinees along the ability scale. Al-
though many different equating designs exist (see
Angoff, 1971; Lord, 1975), the two classifica-

tions-horizontal and vertical equating-reflect the
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basic issues. Horizontal equating is employed when
the groups of examinees are considered to be equiv-
alent and the test forms measure at the same ability
levels. The intent of such equating is to remove

sampling differences in placing the tests and ex-
aminees on a common scale. Vertical equating is
employed when the groups of examinees differ in
ability level and the tests differ in difficulty level.
The goal is to position the tests and groups of

examinees along a common scale (Slinde & Linn,
1977).
Three different equating paradigms, based on an

anchor test approach, can be identified:
1. The external anchor test procedure, in which

two or more groups are administered a separate
common test and a test unique to each group.

2. The internal anchor test procedure, in which
the items in the anchor test and the items unique
to a group are administered as a single test to
each group of examinees.

3. The pooled procedure (Lord, 1975), in which
all items and groups are pooled into a single
data set and analyzed.

The first two procedures are widely used (e.g.,
see Kolen, 1981; Marco, Petersen, & Stewart, 1980;
Vale, Maurelli, Gialluca, Weiss, & Ree, 1981).
The third procedure has been used by Cook and
Eignor ( 1981 ) in a complex vertical equating study.
Implementing each of these procedures rests on
using a computer program to simultaneously esti-
mate the parameters of the test items and the abil-
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ities of the examinees from the item response data.

However, the maximum likelihood estimation pro-
cedures involved yield a metric that is indetermi-
nant with respect to its origin and unit of mea-
surement. To resolve this indeterrninancy, the origin
and unit of measurement must be set to arbitrary
values in each application of these procedures. The
LOGIST computer program (Wingersky, Barton,
& Lord, 1982; Wood, Wingersky, & Lord, 1976)
resolves this issue by standardizing the obtained
ability estimates for a given group of examinees to
a mean of zero and unit variance (i.e., the scale
origin is set to zero and the unit of measurement,
S., to one). In the context of equating, this means
that each pairing of a group of examinees and a
test yields an ability metric that depends on the
distribution of the examinees over the underlying
ability metric. Thus, a major task of equating is

transforming the several unique group metrics to a
common metric.

The present study investigated the transforma-
tion of the ability scale metrics involved in vertical
equating based on the anchor test approach. Two
issues were of interest: (1) The nature of the metric
transformations needed under the three equating
procedures when the standardization imposed by
the LOGIST program is involved, and (2) the im-

pact on the metric transformations of the accuracy
with which the parameters of the linking items are
estimated under the three equating procedures. A
simulation approach was employed in order to use
the underlying ability metric as the criterion against
which to evaluate the results.

Method and Results

Data Generation Procedures

The underlying ability metric, denoted by 6, was
defined as having a midpoint score of zero and a
unit of measurement of one. Two normally dis-
tributed groups of simulated examinees, each of
size 1,000, were created that differed in mean abil-

ity level and variability. The parameters of Group
1 (G,) were 0 = -.253 and uo = 1.487, while
Group 2 (G,) had 6 = .499 and Qe = .746, which
resulted in groups having different average abilities

and variances. Although most of the literature on
equating deals with either a one- or three-parameter
item characteristic curve model, the two-parameter
normal ogive model was employed here. This choice
of model was based on two considerations. First,
the guessing parameter c of the three-parameter
model is not involved in the metric transformation

equations (Stocking & Lord, 1983). Second, the

parameter c is difficult to estimate, and errors in
its estimates are reflected in the estimates of the

difficulty parameter (Thissen & Wainer, 1982).
Three simulated tests were established whose

item parameter values were expressed in the 0 met-
ric. Test Ul consisted of 43 items having a =
.3146 and 0 = .1835, where a is item discrim-
ination and (3 is item difficulty, and was appropriate
for Group 1. The items in this test were adminis-
tered only to Group 1. Test U2 was composed of
43 items with a = .5901 and (3 = .3378, and its
difficulty level was appropriate to Group 2. In ad-
dition Test U2 had higher discriminations than Test
U 1. The items in this test were administered only
to Group 2. The anchor test, A, contained 14 items
characterized by a = 4 1 46 and Q = -.0129 and
was administered to both groups. The average dif-

ficulty of this anchor test was positioned approx-
imately midway between Test Ul and Test U2.
The number of items in the anchor test was chosen
so that it was 25% of the total number of items
when Tests U 1 and A or U2 and A were merged.
In addition, it is common practice to use a relatively
small number of items when linking tests.

Various combinations of the two groups and the
three tests defined the data sets used below to ex-

amine the three vertical equating paradigms. Table
1 presents the values of the parameters entered into
the GENIRV computer program (Baker, 1978) used
to generate the four sets of item response data.
Each of these data sets was analyzed using the
LOGIST program, and the mean values of the ob-
tained item parameter estimates (c, b) are reported
in Table 2 by group, test, and equating procedure.

Because of the standardization imposed on the
ability estimates by LOGIST, the obtained values
of a, b are not in the metric of the item parameters
(a, 6) used to generate the item response data. To
make comparisons, it is useful to express the mean
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Table 1

Values of Parameters Used to Generate the
Item Response Data

values of the underlying item parameters in the
metric resulting from the standardization. There-
fore, the mean values of the standardized item pa-
rameters (a, b) for each test and group combination

are reported in Table 2. It should be noted that the
numerical values of a for Tests Ul and U2 are

nearly the same despite the values of a, and -a2
being quite different in the underlying 0 metric.

Table 2
Mean Values of Observed and Standardized Item Parameters

by Group and Test
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Vertical Equating

Method. The basic element in vertical equat-
ing is the use of a common set of items-an anchor
test- that is administered to two or more groups
of examinees. When this is done, the differences
in ability levels of the groups are reflected in the
values of the item difficulty indices, and the dif-
ferences in group variability are embedded in the
values of the item discrimination indices yielded
by the several groups for the common items. Thus,
the key to transforming the ability scores of one
group to the ability metric of another group is the
values of the several sets of item parameters. The
metric transformation equation given below is based
on the mean parameter values; it is due to Haebara
(1979) and has been employed by Loyd and Hoover
(1980).

where J and K denote specific group-test combi-
nations.
The parameters in Equation 1 can be replaced

by observed or standardized values depending on
the context. The relationship between the group
variabilities and the mean item discrimination in
the tests is given by

(For a detailed presentation of using Equations 1

and 2 in metric transformations see Baker, 1983.)
To employ Equations 1 and 2 in the present

context, it needs to be recognized that the LOGIST
program yields a unique metric for each combi-
nation of test and group of examinees. Thus, the
ability estimates obtained for, say, Group 2 on Test
A can be transformed to the metric yielded by the
Group 1-Test A combination using the two sets of
item parameter estimates for Test A in Equation
1. Due to the use of simulation in the present study,
the values of the parameters used to generate the
item response data for each group-test combination
were known. As a result, it was also possible to
transform the theoretical metrics in parallel with
the obtained results. Although each examinee’s
ability score could be transformed, it is more in-

formative to transform the mean and standard de-
viation of such scores from one metric to another.
Due to the parallelism, the obtained ability score
statistics can be compared with those based on the
parameters and the adequacy of the transformation
can be evaluated.

Results. To illustrate the use of Equations 1

and 2, the mean and standard deviation of the abil-

ity scores of Group 2, based on the Anchor Test
A, were transformed to the metric, denoted by 81,
based on the Group I-Test A combination. The
transformation was first performed using the stan-
dardized parameter values for these combinations

from Table 2. Substituting in Equation 1 yielded
6, _ .5058 and substituting in Equation 2 yielded
(ro, .5017 as the theoretical values of the sum-

mary statistics for Group 2-Test A ability scores
expressed in the metric that LOGIST would yield
for the Group I-Test A combination. Using the
corresponding observed values from Table 2 yielded
0, = .5904 and Sf¡ B = .5250. The error in the

Group 2 mean, expressed as a proportion of the
theoretical value [(0, - 81)181] x 100, was 17%,
whereas the standard deviation had an error of 5%.

In the present study, the values of a, (3 for the
Anchor Test A were known. Therefore, the Group 2
results could be transformed from the 0, metric to
the underlying 0 metric. If the transformations are
proper, the mean and standard deviation of the

Group 2 results should be those reported in Ta-
ble 1. Any discrepancy can be used to evaluate the
adequacy of the multiple transformations. Substi-
tuting the anchor test parameter values for a, (3
from Table 1 and for a, b from Table 2 in Equa-
tions 1 and 2 yielded 0 = .499 and Qe = .746,
which are exactly the values given for Group 2 in
Table 1. Thus, using parameters, the Group 2-
Test A results can be transformed correctly to the
0, metric and then to the 0 metric. Substituting the

corresponding observed values a, b from Table 2
and &OElig;, 13 from Table 1 in Equations 1 and 2 yielded
6 = .6815 and S. = .925 for the Group 2-Test A
results in the 0 metric. The observed values for the

Group 2-Test A results expressed in the 0 metric
differed from the true values, with the mean having
an error of 6 - 0 = . .182 and the standard devia-
tion having an error of Se - Qe = .179. A part of
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these differences can be attributed to the com-

pounding of estimation errors in the values of d,
b yielded for the 14-item common test when the
Group 1 values were used a second time in Equa-
tion 1.

This example illustrates the dependence of the
metric transformation process on the item param-
eters and their estimates. Because of this, particular
attention was paid to the mean values of the item
parameters in the several metrics and to the ac-
curacy of the item parameter estimates. An addi-
tional reason for attending to the item parameters
is that under vertical equating, both the tests and
the groups of examinees are to be placed along a
common ability scale and the mean item difficulty
locates a test on the scale.

External Anchor Test

Method. The logic of the external anchor test
procedure for vertical equating can be demon-
strated using the groups and tests defined in Ta-
ble 1. Group 1 takes Tests U 1 and A; Group 2
takes Tests U2 and A. The goal is to place the three
tests and two groups along a common ability met-
ric. This is accomplished using the item parameter
estimates yielded by the common test taken by both
groups. To implement this, the four LOGIST anal-
yses (G 1 U 1, GIA, G2U2, and G2A) reported in
Table 2 were employed. Four separate metrics could
be conceived here, but due to the standardization
employed by LOGIST, only two obtained metrics
can be distinguished. Both the G 1 U 1 and G 1 A
analyses estimate the ability of Group 1 and yielded
a mean of zero and a unit variance for the ability
estimates. They differ in the precision with which
the abilities are estimated, but from a metric def-
inition point of view they are indistinguishable.
This ability metric is called the 01 metric.

Similarly, G2U2 and G2A yielded a metric based
on Group 2, which is called the 82 metric. Because
the anchor test is external to Tests Ul and U2,
these two tests play no role in defining the metric
transformation. As a result, the transformation of

ability scores from, say, the 82 metric to the 0,
metric is exactly that given above for the common
test situation. Since the item parameters of Test

U 1 are already in the 0 j metric, all that remains is
to transform the item parameters for Test U2 into
the 0, metric. This was done for both the stan-
dardized parameters and the observed values re-
ported for Test U2 in Table 2, and the results are
reported in Table 3.

Results. Using standardized parameters in
Equation 2 yielded a = .4402(1)/(.5017) = .8775,
which is the average item discrimination of Test
U2 based on Group 2, but expressed in the 6, metric
yielded by LOGIST for the anchor test taken by
Group 1. Note that (Tel in Equation 2 was set equal
to the value of the standard deviation of ability for
Group 2 expressed in the 0, metric found in the
common test example presented above. The mean
item difficulty of Test U2 relative to the anchor
test mean difficulty is given by ~b2 - TAI =
~ - .2161_- ( -.6862)1 = .4701 in the 82 metric.
Then, ~Ob~ _ Ib2 - bAI(Tel = .4701 (.5017) = .2358
locates Test U2 relative to the anchor test difficulty
in the 0, metric. However, the mean ability of
Group 1 in the underlying 0 metric is well below
the mean difficulty of the anchor test. Thus, the
mean difficulty of Test U2 relative to the mean
ability of Group 1 is b = .2358 + .1615 = .3973
in the 0, metric. Keeping track of the appropriate
signs can be aided by making a diagram depicting
the relative location of the test characteristic curves
and the groups along the 0 metric.

Using the obtained results for Test U2 from Ta-
ble 2 in the same manner yielded a = .8969 and
b = .5222 (relative to the mean of Group 1) in the
e metric.

At this point, the item parameters and their es-
timates for all three Tests U1, U2, and A were in
a common 6, metric and the item difficulties were
relative to the mean of Group 1 in units of Qe for
this group. The error in the mean discrimination
index of Test U2, expressed as a proportion of the
theoretical value, was 2%, whereas the item dif-
ficulty had an error of 31 % .
A check on the adequacy of the equating for Test

U2 can be achieved by further transforming these
results to the underlying 0 metric using the value
of 0-9 = 1.487 for Group 1 given in Table 1. The

theoretical values obtained were a = .5901 and
(3 = .3378 in the underlying 0 metric. Both values
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are those given for Test U2 in Table 1. The trans-
formed observed values were oil’ = .6032 and $
= .5235 in the 0 metric. The agreement of the
observed and theoretical mean values of discrim-
ination is good (& - a = .013), whereas that for
difficulty is rather poor (~ &horbar; 13 = .19).

Internal Anchor Test

Method. Under this procedure, the test admin-
istered to a group of examinees consists of a set
of items unique to the group, combined with a set
of linking items. If two such tests were adminis-
tered to two groups, then both groups would have

responded to the linking items that serve as an
internal anchor test. The mean item parameter es-
timates yielded by the two groups of examinees for
the common items reflect group differences. Con-

sequently, these estimates can be used to transform
the metric of one group to that of the other. The
nature of the metric transformations involved in
this procedure is illustrated using the same items
and groups as reported in Table 1.
The 43 items of Test Ul were pooled with the

14 items of the Anchor Test A to form a 57-item
test denoted by UIA. The pooled test had a =
.3392 and 13 = - .1416. The simulated item re-
sponse data for the administration of this test to

Group 1 were formed by pooling the existing re-
sults for Tests U1 and A. A second test of 57 items
was defined by pooling the items and correspond-
ing item response data for Tests U2 and A, and
was denoted by U2A. This test had a = .5470 and
13 = .2517. These two data sets were analyzed by
LOGIST, and the observed values of â, b are re-

ported in Table 2. It should be noted that the U 1 A
results are in a 6, metric and the U2A results are
in a 82 metric. In order to transform the metrics,
the mean values of item difficulty and discrimi-
nation for the linking items are needed. The un-
derlying values of a = .4146 and 13 = - .0129 are
those given for Test A in Table 1. The standard-
ized values resulting from the use of LOGIST and
the observed values are reported as Item Subset A
under Tests U 1 A and U2A in Table 2.

Results. To illustrate the metric transforma-

tions for the internal anchor test procedure, the
results for Group 2 again were transformed to a 0,
metric. The transformation of the summary statis-

tics for ability are given first, followed by those
for the item parameter estimates.

The underlying values, the values resulting from
the LOGIST standardization for the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the ability scores, and the item
parameters of the anchor test for Group 2, are the
same as those reported for the previous two ex-
amples. The theoretical values yielded by Equa-
tions 1_ and 2 for Group 2 in the 0, metric were
again 8 ¡ = .5058 and uo, = .5017. The observed
summary statistics for the Group 2 ability scores
can be obtained by substituting dx = .2929, bK
- .8057 and ai = .6686, b, _ .1807 from Ta-
ble 2 into Equation 1, which yielded 0, = .5337.
From Equation 2, Si, = .4381 is obtained.

At this point, both the theoretical and observed
summary statistics for the Group 2 ability scores
based on the anchor test were expressed in the
metric yielded by LOGIST for the Group 1-Test A
results. The mean ability of Group 2 differed from
the theoretical value by 6% and the error in the
standard deviation was 13%. Compared to the ex-
ternal anchor test results, the mean ability had a
smaller error but the standard deviation had a larger
error. Since the values of a and 0 were known,
the summary statistics for the Group 2 ability scores
could be transformed from the 0j metric to the

underlying 0 metric using Equations 1 and 2. As

anticipated, the theoretical values obtained are those
reported in Table 1 for Group 2. The observed val-
ues of the transformed mean (6 = .5566) and stan-
dard deviation (S..7065) in the 0 metric differed

only slightly (~9 - 01 = .055, IS-0 - u,l = .040)
from the true values.
The item parameter estimates for the U 1 subset

of items were already in a 0, metric; hence, only
the U2 estimates remained to be transformed. This

is done below for both the standardized parameters
and the observed values of Table 2 and the results
are reported in Table 3.
The theoretical values for Test U2 are the same

as for the external anchor test case given above.
The transformed observed results for Test U2 were

a = 1.0479 and Ob = .2792 in a 8 metric, but Ob
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Table 3

Summary Statistics for Test U2 and Group 2 by Metric

is relative to the anchor test mean difficulty rather
than Group 1 mean ability. Adjusting for this dif-
ference yielded b = .4599. The error in the mean
discrimination index was 19% and the error in the
mean item difficulty was 16%.
A check on the adequacy of the equating for Test

U2 can be achieved by transforming the above re-
sults to the 0 metric via u, = 1.487 for Group 1.
The theoretical values are the same as those re-

ported for the external anchor test case and are the
values given in Table 3. The observed values are
& = .7047 and = .4309. The agreement of the
observed and theoretical mean values is not par-
ticularly good (A = .10) for either index.

Pooled Procedure

Method. A rather ingenious procedure for
placing several tests and groups on a common met-
ric using a set of linking items is due to Lord

(1975). The test administered to a given group of
examinees consists of the items unique to the group
plus the common set of linking items. Thus, the
basic test definitions and administration to groups
are the same as for the preceding internal anchor

test example. For parameter estimation purposes,
the item response data for Group 1 on Test UIA

were pooled with that for Group 2 on Test U2A,
resulting in a 100-item test and a group of 2,000
examinees. From a procedural point of view for
the LOGIST program, the U2 items are considered
as not reached by the Group 1 examinees. The U I

items are treated as not reached by Group 2. The
items in Test A are responded to by both groups.
Part of the rationale is that the common items are

responded to by twice as many examinees and will
play a larger role in determining the obtained ability
metric. Since all item and ability parameters are
estimated in a single LOGIST analysis, the three
tests and two groups will share a common ability
metric.

In terms of the underlying parameters used to
generate the item response data, the resultant 100-
item test had a = .4471 and 13 = .0645. The pooled
group of examinees had 0 = .123 and Qe = 1.236.

The composite item response data were then ana-
lyzed using LOGIST. Table 2 reports the summary
statistics of the item parameter estimates for the

pooled data as well as separately for each subset
of items.
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Results. The obtained, underlying, and stan-
dardized values for the ability summary statistics
are reported in Table 4. In general the agreement
between the observed and standardized values was

quite good.
Because the primary interest was in placing the

three tests and the two groups of examinees on a

common scale, the obtained results were trans-

formed to the 0 scale and are reported in Tables 4
and 5 so that comparisons with the underlying pa-
rameter values can be made.

The transformation of the obtained ability scores
(Table 4) to the 0 metric uses the item parameter
estimates for the linking items from Table 2 and
the corresponding parameter values from Table 1.
The transformed summary statistics for ability ob-
tained from Equations 1 and 2 were as follows:

The differences between the transformed esti-

mated mean ability and the underlying values were
.03, .09, and .03 for the pooled group, Group 1,
and Group 2, respectively. The differences be-
tween the transformed obtained standard deviation

of the ability scores and underlying values in the

0 metric were 0.0, - .04, and .14 for the pooled
group, Group 1, and Group 2, respectively. Only
the difference for Group 2 appears to be discrepant.
The mean item parameter estimates for the sev-

eral tests were transformed to the 0 metric and are

reported in Table 5. The values of a were within
.019 of a, except for Test U2, which yielded &
- a = .049. A similar pattern held for the mean
item difficulties with the exception of Test U2,
which yielded P - 5 = .048. The anchor test re-
sults were very close to the underlying values (&
- a = .001, r3 - r3 = .032). It is of interest that
such accurate values were obtained with only 14
items; however, these item parameter estimates were
based on 2,000 examinees, which should enhance
their accuracy.

Discussion

Under the external anchor test procedure, the 14
linking items constituted a separate test adminis-
tered to each of the groups. Merging the linking
items with each of the groups’ unique items re-
sulted in the instruments administered to each group
in the internal anchor test procedure. Merging the
item response data for these two instruments was

the basis of the pooled procedure. Because of this
sequence, the metric transformations would be ex-

Table 4

Summary Statistics for Ability Based Upon
Pooled Tests and Pooled Groups

* 21 cases lost due to null or perfect scores.
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Table 5
Transformed Summary Statistics for Item Parameters

and Fstimates in the 6 Metric Under the Pooled Procedure

pected to yield the largest errors in the ability es-
timate statistics under the external anchor test pro-
cedure and the smallest under the pooled procedure.
Verifying this pattern of results was obscured by
the standardization used by the LOGIST program
to remove the metric indeterminancy inherent in
the maximum likelihood estimation procedures.
To work around this, the mean and standard

deviation of the ability estimates for Group 2 under
the first two procedures were first transformed to
the 0, metric, based on the Group 1 results, and
then transformed to the underlying 0 metric. The
results for the pooled group were transformed di-
rectly to the 0 metric. The transformed results were
then compared with the parameter values used to

generate the item response data. The values of
16 - 81 showed the anticipated progression, yield-
ing values of .18, .06, and .03 for the three pro-
cedures, respectively. The value of Isô - u.1 was
large, .18 and .14 for the anchor test and pooled
procedures, respectively, but small, .04, for the
internal anchor test procedure.

Since in practice an obtained metric can only be
transformed into another obtained metric, compar-
ison of the results in the 0, metric also was of

interest. The errors in the mean ability estimates
for Group 2 in the 0, metric were 17% and 6% of
their theoretical values for the external and internal

anchor test procedures, respectively. The corre-
sponding errors in the standard deviations were 5%
and 13%. The Group 2 results under the pooled
procedure can be compared with those expected
under the LOGIST standardization based on the

pooled group metric rather than a 0, metric. The
error in the mean ability estimate was .05 and the
error in the standard deviation was . .11 or 10% and

15%, respectively.
In the case of the item parameter estimates, the

same pattern of error would be expected as for the
ability estimates, across the sequence of equating
procedures. Although the number of linking items
is the same in all cases, better ability estimates,
due to longer tests, should improve the item pa-
rameter estimates. When compared to the theoret-
ical values expected under the LOGIST standard-
izations involved, the errors in 1i and b for the
anchor test results reported in Table 2 behaved dif-
ferently in the two groups. In the case of a based
on Group 1, the error decreased from 19% to 8%,
and d based on Group 2 decreased from 24% to
5% for the external and internal anchor test pro-
cedures, respectively. The errors in b were 21 %
and 12% for Group 1 and 10% and 17% for Group 2.
When both groups were merged under the pooled

procedure, the item parameter estimates of the
common items were based on 2,000 examinees,
and the errors in a and b were .3% and 24% of
their theoretical values. The relative error in b was

large, but the base was near zero and the absolute
difference was only .03. When the Test U2 results
were transformed from the obtained metric to the
0 metric, both & and ~ follow the anticipated pat-
tern. The absolute errors in & were .013, .10, and
.05, whereas those for (3 were .19, .10, and .05
for the external, internal anchor test, and pooled
procedures, respectively. The anomalous result is
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the very small error (.013) for a yielded by the
external anchor test procedure. In the case of the
external and internal anchor test procedures, the
U2 results in the 6, metric can be compared with
the theoretical results under the LOGIST standard-

ization. The proportional errors for a and b were
2% and 29%, and 31 % and 16% for the external
and internal anchor test procedures, respectively.
When the Test U2 results in the pooled group met-
ric were transformed to the 0 metric, the pooled
Rrocedure yielded errors of 8% and 22% for & and

b, respectively. Since the metric transformation

equation employed was based on the mean values
of the item parameter estimates of the linking items,
accuracy is important.
The metric transformations involved in the ex-

ternal and internal anchor test procedures were the
same at the theoretical level, and differences be-
tween the observed and theoretical results were
associated with parameter estimation errors. When
the Group 2 results were compared at the 0 metric
level, the results yielded by the internal anchor test
procedure were better than those due to the external
anchor test procedure. Against this same criterion,
the pooled procedure was the best with respect to
item discrimination and mean ability. However, it

yielded somewhat poorer results for item difficulty
and the variability of ability. Based on the present
results, the pooled procedure appears to have prob-
lems coping with merged groups that have different
underlying variabilities.
A feature of the vertical equating results pre-

sented above was that all of the analyses were per-
formed using the same sets of item response data.
Under the invariance principle, the item parameters
should be group independent, the ability parame-
ters item independent, and both should be invariant
with respect to the equating design. However, this
was not the case since the obtained numerical val-
ues varied widely and the estimation errors were
somewhat inconsistent across techniques. Part of
this problem can be attributed to the maximum
likelihood estimation technique and part to the stan-
dardization imposed by the LOGIST computer pro-
gram. For example, under the internal anchor test
procedure, Group 1 yielded a = .6686, b = .1807

and Group 2 yielded a = .2929, b = -.8057 for
the 14-item anchor test.

Despite the items being the same, these results
were quite discrepant in terms of their numerical
values. In the case of Group 2, many values of d
were quite small, and when this holds, the maxi-
mum likelihood estimation methods can have prob-
lems in obtaining precise estimates of the item dif-
ficulty parameter. Since the transformation employed
here (Equation 1) depended on a and b, problems
in their estimation get carried into the resultant

ability scale metric. Although the errors in a were
generally small, the errors in b were generally larger,
and the latter probably can be attributed to the
artificially low numerical values of a for Group 2
resulting from the LOGIST standardization.

The influence of the level of precision in the
item parameter estimates of the linking items on
equating procedures has been recognized, and tech-
niques are appearing to take this factor into account
(see Bejar & Wingersky, 1981; Haebara, 1981;
Stocking & Lord, 1983). The problems arising from
the standardization imposed by LOGIST on the
pooled group results can best be handled by using
groups of equal underlying variability.
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